
Name KEY 
BWHS Next Level Advancement Test Study Guide 

Multiple choice. Choose the letter that best answers each question. You do not need to show work. 

(1). What is the solution to the following system? 

42x+y=5 

x+ty=-1 

(A). (2,-1) 
(B). (41,2) 

C). no solution 

(D),) (-2, 1) 

(3). If g(x) =x?+x -1, find g(2) 

(A). 6 
(B). 7 

2 
©): 
(5). Find the axis of symmetry for the following 

quadratic equation. 

x? +6x+12=0 

5V12 (7). Simplify: 

2V3 
20V3 
103 
15/2, 

(A). 

(B). 
© 
(D). 

(9). 

(A). x? 
(B). x 

(C). 

Simplify: x ° 

al
s 

(4). 

(A). 

G) 
(D). 

(2). If f(x) = 2x? - x + 5, find f(-1) 

(@))8 
(B). 2 
(C). 4 
(D). 6 

Solve 2% = 23*-2 

-4 
2 

1 

0 

(6). Which exponential equation shows exponential decay 

with an initial value of 50 and a decay rate of 5%? 

0(0.05)* 
0x 2-95 

0(0.95)* 

V¥20 

u
n
u
u
n
u
 

Solve the equation. 

(x 4 3)? = 36 

39 

no solution 

9 and -3 

9 and 6 

-9 and -6



(13). 

(A). 
(B). 
C). 

Solve the equation. 

9(x + 5)? = -81 

4 and -14 

4 and 14 

all real numbers 

no real solution 

0 

(6x) Simplify: 

| 
| 

~ 
a Es] 

| 
lo
n 

Q\
- 

| 
4_

 
a
 

~ 

Simplify: x? « x? 

Simplify: 5x7 2 

=i 
©) 

5 
x2 

Nn
 

4 5x? 

. Which of the following is a cubic monomial? 

~4x3 

3x= 4 6x +12 
2x+3 

6x* 

x 45x-1 

(14). 

(D). 
(E). 

(16). 

(A). 

(B). 
(C). 

(E). 

Solve the equation. 

2w*-13=-11 

1 and 0 

1 and -1 

no solution 

all real numbers 

2 and -2 

Simplify; 8x~> + 6x? 

(18). Which of the following is a quadratic binomial? 

(A). 

(20). 

(A). 

(B). 
C, 

(0). 
(E). 

(22), 

(A). 

(B). 

3x4 4 5x 

9x? +4x 42 

5x? 4x 

4x? 4 x7 +8x +3 

7x4 +8x? -10 

Simplify: (x + 3) 

x7 +6 

x7 +9 

8x +9 

x7 +6x +9 

2x +9 

Which of the following is a quartic trinomial? 

49x3 

3x? 4 5x +8 

Tx* +3 

4x3 4 2x? -x-9 

Tx* 48x 42



(23) Which of the following is the correct factored form 

of x9-16? 

(A). 

(A). no solution 

(B). 1 and -1 

(©). 2 and -2 
(D). 4 and -4 

(E). 2 

(27). Multiply and simplify: (2x _ 9)(x - 4) 

(A). 2x= +36 
(B). 415x +36 

(©). 2x -17x +36 

(D). 2x*-x +36 

(E). 3x? -17x +36 

(29) Does the following function have a minimum or 

maximum? What is the min. or max.? 

f(x) = 4x* 42x41 

(A). minimum, | 

(B). minimum, 2 

C). maximum, | 

maximum, 2 

(E). neither 

(31). Evaluate (4x) when x =3 

® 144 
(B). 36 
(C). 24 
(D). 48 

(24). What would be added to the equation to complete the 

square? 

x? + 2x =3 

(A). 4 

(B). - 

©. 1 
(D). 41 

(26). Which of the following is the correct factored 

form of 3x2 47x 4 20 

(3x 45)(x +4) 

(3x + 10)(x - 2) 

(3x = 10)(x + 2) 

(3x + 5)(x 4 4) 

(3x + 5)(3x 4 4) 

Subtract the polynomials and simplify: 

(5x3 + 7x? 4 9x) - (8x? - 3x? - 2x -1) 

=3 4 10x 47a +1 

~3x? +.4x? -11x +1 

~3x° +10x4 4 7x? +1 

~3x3 +10x? +11x-1 

43x° 4 4x4 411x? +1 

. Which of the following is a zero of the equation 

x*+ 3x+2=0? 

(2, 0) 
(42, 0) 

. (0,-2) 
. (0,2) 

. (0,0) 

_ Simplify: (8x° y 

16x°® 
64x° 

16x° 

64x° 

64x°



(33).What is the slope of a horizontal line? 

(A). undefined 

(B). 1 

© 0 
(D). y 

(35). Evaluate 10-x> forx= -2 

(A). 16 

18 

(C). 4 

(D). 2 

(37). In which quadrant is the point (5,-3) located? 

(A). 
(B). 
(C). 

quadrant I 

quadrant II 

quadrant III 

quadrant IV 

(39). Solve the equation: 5-8x= 4 4(2x +1) 

no solution 
_ 1 

(B). x= 16 

_ 9 
(C). x= 16 

(D). x=all Real numbers 

(41) Find the median of the data below. 

55, 42, 51, 66, 88, 102, 86 

@) 66 
(B). none 

(C). 70 

(D). 490 

(E). 0 

(43) Evaluate the expression 12x37 43x when x= 42 

@ -» 
(B). 10 
(C). 4102 
(D). - 66 

(45). Find the slope of a line through the points 

(12,8) and (7,8) 

19 
(A). F 

(B). undefined 

(). & 
(@) 0 

(34). What is the slope of a vertical line? 

A). 0 
(B) undefined 
(C). 1 
(D). x 

(36). Simplify: 5(8x - 1) 

40x 45 

35x 

40x 46 

40x 44 

(38). In which quadrant is the point (41,-2) located? 

quadrant I 

quadrant IIT 

quadrant III 

. quadrant IV 

(40). Find the slope of the line through the points 

(8,12) and (8,7) 

(Ay 2 16 

undefined 

(cc). 2 

(D). 0 

(42). Find the mean of the data below. 

55, 42, 51, 66, 88, 102, 86 

(A). 66 
(B). none 

(©. 70 
(D). 490 
(E). 0 

(44) Find the mode of the data below. 

55, 42, 51, 66, 88, 102, 86 

(46). Evaluate the expression nm? when n= 18 and m= 

(A). 4107 
(B). 2197 
(Cj, 4270 

~2250



(47). the inequality: 2(3x+1)>2+ 6x 

). no solution 

B). x=0 

(D). x =all Real numbers 

(48). Solve | 2x -4|+1=5 

(A). 4 and 0 

(B). 4 

(C). 4and-1 

(D). 4.5 and -0.5 

Graphing: On all grids, the increments along both axes are one unit. Do not change this increment size or add on to the grid 

Graph each equation/inequality on the grid provided. 

(49). y<x-S° 

(51). y=-3x+4 

(50). y<2x-4 

(52). -3x+4y=12 

+3 43 

(53) Graph the quadratic by finding the axis of symmetry, 

vertex and 4 other points. 

f(x) =x? 44 

4 -p 

| 
it % . S i Jf ne 

OK iS O¢ Dyin PENNY 

x= O c
e
,
 

poe 

4. nye yee AY (0, ) 

vertex and 4 other points. 

f(x) = (x-3)?-1 

KR tS 6 A syinaet9y 

Y=d 

Vertes (3,- 

(54). Graph the quadratic by finding the axis of symmetry, 

\



(55). Graph both lines on the grid provided. Then state the solution to the system on the answer line provided. Be 

belongs. 

sure to show all work supporting your graph. Write the solution as an ordered pair. ' 

x-3y=-6 x3y2-6 
rr 

yru-x- 2 me <Ye S ee 4+4 

i. a 

3Byt ix e i + 7 x 3 F coluhde | : 
4 ~ 
= pz 

4° aX? (3.0 | 7 
7 = al 

ee 

(56). Classify each given number by placing a check in each column that corresponds to a group to which that number 

Natural Whole Rational Irrational Real 
Number Integer 

number number number number number 

v25 x x x X xX 
3 

445 x x 

16 xX x X x «x 
vi4 x xX 
83 x xX 

<2 x XK xX 
Functions: Determine if each given relation is a function. Answer <yes= or <no.= Then explain the reason. 

(57). |__input | output 
=) _4 

= - 

2 a 

SD me wo 
explain: 

The X-vilue ol NOS tuo 

Oli PERC A hee al ¢ yt fe +e 4 NVAEY, Ay r4'> 

(58). input output 

43 0 

0 2 

1 1 

3 1 

explain: 

buy *K- -va.lve 

out pu t 

ans: Yet 

hac ON ae ly c g ; 

Complete each free response question. Remember to show supporting work. NO DECIMALS! Express all decimal answers 
as fractions in lowest terms or as a radical in simplest radical form. 

(59) Solve the equation: 32= 43x 

7 

(8 = 

a
t
e
 

<oN 
(60). Solve the equation: 2(x - 4)-3 

oe | re 

ix = 4 
2 Zz



2x (x9) =29-x 

2x ~Sy +UQ = 29-% 

"tf LYS FZ 
A 24 Wie 4x 

mans 

(61). Solve the equation: 

(63). Solve the equation: 

Vix ~l) =1D% 

> 10% 

a 
(65). Simplify the expression: 

~4x <9 +4 

<~ # 

4 3(3x+2)+4 

(67). Evaluate the expression 9x3 +2y? for 

x=-4 and y=45 

y ,b 

G(-4\ + 2( 5S) 

4(-o4) +2(25) 
-51@ +S0O 

(69). Find the slope of the line that line perpendicular to 

the line that passes through 

the points (4 12,2) and (3,-1). 

Yy 4 ¥2 Ye 

m= A== . -3 = =" 

aS a 

ws) 
(64). Simplify the expression: 9(- x +7) 4(5x -8) 

4Ix + @3 -S8% +3 

Find the slope of the line with equation (66). 
8x +14y = 4 35 
~$x 6K 

IMy = <3p 35 

y iM 

(68). Find the slope of the line that passes through the 

points (-48,3) and (-2,7) 

aan X te 

Uo -3 
m= de qt < T . Y _ & 

a ee _ > 

¥,-%, et Gf © 3 

z 
hy 8 

(70). Find the coordinate point of the vertex of the 

quadratic equation. 

y=x?-12x+2 A=) O=-(2 cFl 

I za 20) e 

b~ (6% -(26) $2 4 412 . : 

(71). Solve using the quadratic formula. 4 (72). Simplify. 75 

x? 42x-15=0 (e-B 

= =-2 CF 1S ! R= | h~ -2 5:3 
en 

= 2+V- 24 CMS - 2a t (9+@0 

é(t) _ 2s 2 
ser? 24g * 2% * 2 

z 2



2x2 ++3x4-4=0 

A=2 Wed cr4 

Kr -3+ (GF aan = ~SEVAH 3? 
7 7 

(73). Solve for x: 

25x= 46=10 
~(0 -10 

Sx -Ib =O 

(5x t4)C5x -7) =O 

(75). Solve for x: 

Sut4¥ 0 Sx -¥ 70 
mig tf ily pty 

en io a~lf S =_ gx-uf ak 
S : 

(77). Solve the system of-equatio ubstitution 
method: 

3x-y=-l y= sxtl 
2x +3y =25 

a 2 

(81). Simplify: 

x? 45x =24 

x -S&x -24 =O 
(x-B)(x 3) =O 

X43 70 

(74). Solve for x: 

3x* -12= 4 5x 
+3 

3x +5x -12 =6 

(3% -4 Vx +3 J=O 

(76). Solve for x: 

Sy42D t=O 
+4 4u4 ~3 3 

aK =F Ke eS 

(78). Solve the system of equatiéns ising the elimination method: 

2 (3x +5y=-2) % 
~U( 2x -3y=24) > 

(82). Multiply. Write the final answer polynomial in standard 

form: aa NN 

, (x + 2)(x? 44x - 5) 

KEW = Sy EI + Be 10 < 
Xt G+ 3x 0) 



Multiply of factor each of the following. Supporting work is NOT required but encouraged. Combine all like terms in final answer 

when applicable 

(83). Multiply. Write the final answer polynomial in 

standard form: 

(3x +2) 

ye 4 (Q* +4 

x? 4 36 

(x +6 Mx -6) 

(85). Factor the polynomial: 

2x3 4 20x9 + 48x 

axl ye <10% +¢ 24) 

(87). Factor the polynomial: 

2x( x- eX ¥-Y) 

(89). Factor the polynomial: x? + 11x + 30 

(x 46Yy +5) 

(91). Factor the polynomial: 5x= 4 45 

D5 (x°- 4) 

S (x +3\y-3) 

(84). Multiply. Write the final answer polynomial in 

standard form: 

4 4xy? (- 5x?y + 2x7y? - Oxy?) 

4 < 20x44 924" + oxy 

2x? + 7x 415 

(2x -3V% +5) 

(86). Factor the polynomial: 

x? 4 3x? +14x -21 

(2% -3)4 <12 = 

(2x -BX¥4-7) 

(88). Factor the polynomial: 

90). Factor the polynomial: 2x? +9x+4 ( polyn 

(2x +1Xx+4 ) 

5x? 42x? 4 20x +8 

w(Sx-2) - 41S x -2) 
(x -4y\( Ser?) 

(92). Factor the polynomial: 

(YF 2YK-Z LK ~2)



(93). Factor the polynomial: x* 410x +25 

(x-S)(x-S) eS 
x 

(94). Factor the polynomial: 49x? -16 

(7x+4\ 1% -4) 

For each problem, define the variables. Write two equations in terms of those variables to represent the problem. 

Solve using either the substitution method or elimination method. Complete supportive work must be shown. Write 
each final answer on the answer line provided. 

(95). Tickets to a play cost $9 for adults and $4 for children. A total of 600 tickets were sold for $3040. How 

many adult tickets were sold and how many child tickets were sold? 

Kn number of obult titleers 
f { 5 f 

ewlkhe +e 
oie 2040 

JF foe wr bye (000 X= @O- x= G00 4 171% 

= |2% 

9 (Loo -y) t Hy * 3010 , 
SY0D ~ % 4 4u | S040 

Syu0o © = 5 < ¥olo 

Se yee 
number of adult tickets: eZ % number of child tickets: U ) 7 

(96). At Preston9s Burger Palace, the Galvin family has 6 burger platters and 4 colas for $62. The Bateman 

family has 5 burger platters and 2 colas for $49. Find the price of one burger platter and the price of one 
cola. 7 

x= prite of buegy later 
\ brite of (dla. f 

price of one burger platter: 

ox + ty =6 = 

~2 (5x te 4= 

8 F.0D 

Ox tHy=G% (a) Fity =6 7 , _ g cu9 DO Uv = b a 44 \ -f -l Ove thy = mis =_4 Br, ) = G <| 

_-\U - 4ylo : 4 <Ae = <yl y= 0 ~ y ro A 
cone win = y 4 

H2.00 price of one cola: 

(97). Midas has a collection of coins, all dimes and quarters, worth $10. He has 16 more dimes than quarters. 
How many of each type of coin does he have? 

8 f sp 
ils AY inky, oF i re y 

4 <he 
® 
5 

q° Nowlot/ 
oF 

d- 4+ Ib a: 
quires 0.10 d + 0. é 74 i .U/i 

0 tt F tO. Sq ~ 10.00 

6.104 4 LG 
ty FO. qe SG = (0.00 

= 2 Yo 0.94 q mgt 
oe ae a a 

d - 23* a 

number of dimes: | D number of quarters: v4 uy 


